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To Choose or Not to Choose?
Abstract
But docs choice as constructed in contemporary theory and policy truly provide such a comprehensive
response? This book is an attempt to critically examine some of the ways in which choice is framed in
contemporary theory and policy, and to suggest an alternative framework that balances choice and
intervention in order to better achieve the twin goals of equality and freedom. The critical appraisal of
choice developed here is to be understood as a constructive effort to enhance the social and political
setting of choice, rather than as a traditionalist (or other) attempt to justify a social order that gives little
room for choice. I look at the landscape of choice in search of ways to more fully achieve the promise of
choice, namely, equal standing and freedom for all members of society regardless of their contingent, or
morally arbitrary, characteristics and circumstances.
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TO CHOOSE OR NOT TO CHOOSE?

inherent inequality or structural stratification, such as the one evi
dent from comparing Oliver Twist with Mr. Darcy. In contempo
rary democracies, social mobility is embraced as a manifestation of
both liberty and equality. A person is not supposed to be confined
to her birthplace and to a life plan sketched for her before birth. In
addition to the endorsement of a diversity of aims, democratic dis
course tends to assume (even if implicitly) a rcvisability of ends,
accepting the possibility that individuals would at some point(s) in
their lives rethink their affiliations, goals, values, and visions of the
good life. 'TI1c combination of value pluralism and the revisability
of ends sets the foundation for a social structure in which signifi
cant space is provided for individual choice. In the American pub
lic sphere, and in much of Western philosophy and politics, the
notion of choice serves as a panacea to a host of policy challenges,
and as a conclusive response to the predetermined life such as that
of the Victorian era or of traditional cultures. Choice offers equal
ity of status, which stands in opposition to premodern and aristo
cratic visions of destined roles. Allowing individuals to develop a
life plan, to chart their own paths, to be the authors of their lives,
seems to offer an appropriate way to implement the values of equal
standing and equal dignity.
But docs choice as constructed in contemporary theory and
policy truly provide such a comprehensive response? 'This book is
an attempt to critically examine some of the ways in which choice
is framed in contemporary theory and policy, and to suggest an
alternative framework that balances choice and intervention in
order to better achieve the twin goals of equality and freedom. '!he
critical appraisal of choice developed here is to be understood as a
constructive effort to enhance the social and political setting of
choice, rather than as a traditionalist (or other) attempt to justify a
social order that gives little room for choice. I look at the landscape
of choice in search of ways to more fully achieve the promise of
choice, namely, equal standing and freedom for all members of so
ciety regardless of their contingent, or morally arbitrary, character
istics and circumstances.
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